
Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Can I substitute cocoa for baking chocolate in a recipe? 

Yes. This substitution can also be found on each Hershey's Cocoa can. 3 level tablespoons 

of cocoa plus 1 tablespoon shortening equals 1 ounce of unsweetened baking chocolate. 

2. Which of your products are gluten free? 

We have provided a list of current products that have been fully evaluated and qualify as 

gluten free using standards proposed by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

This list of gluten-free confections is available by clicking here. 

 Please note, this list is not all inclusive as we have other products that do not have gluten 

containing ingredients. The best way to determine if our products contain a gluten 

ingredient is to read our product label. This label includes an accurate, current listing of 

the ingredients in our products. Because, on occasion, the list of ingredients can change, 

we strongly encourage you to check the ingredient label on the package each time before 

you make a purchase. 

3. My Chocolate sometime causes tan or white. What causes this?  

Chocolate contains cocoa butter, a vegetable fat that is sensitive to heat and humidity. 

Temperatures above 75°F will cause chocolate to melt. The cocoa butter can rise to the 

surface and form a discoloration called "cocoa butter bloom." Condensation on milk or 

semi-sweet chocolate may cause the sugar to dissolve and rise to the surface as "sugar 

bloom." Chocolate that has "bloomed" is certainly safe to use, but flavor loss and texture 

changes may be noticed. 

4. How should I melt Hershey Chocolate? 

Check out this recipe. 

5. How long should I keep chocolate? 

Most confectionery products are at their best flavor for one year after manufacture. 

Ingredients such as nuts will shorten the shelf life. Products kept beyond recommended 

"best before" date may have flavor loss or texture changes. Keep in mind, however, that 

storage conditions greatly affect the quality of our products. 

https://www.thehersheycompany.com/en_us/whats-inside/gluten-free.html
https://www.hersheyland.com/recipes/chocolate-covered-strawberries.html

